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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we design, implement and evaluate 802.11ec
(Encoded Control), an 802.11-based protocol without con-
trol messages: instead, 802.11ec employs correlatable sym-
bol sequences, which together with the timing the codes are
transmitted, encode all control information and change the
fundamental design properties of the MAC. The use of cor-
relatable symbol sequences provides two key advantages: (i)
efficiency, as it permits a near order of magnitude reduction
of the control time; (ii) robustness, because codes are short
and easily detectable even at low SINR and even while a
neighbor is transmitting data. We implement 802.11ec on
an FPGA-based software defined radio. We perform a large
number of experiments and show that, compared to 802.11
(with and without RTS/CTS), 802.11ec achieves a vast ef-
ficiency gain in conveying control information and resolves
key throughput and fairness problems in the presence of hid-
den terminals, asymmetric topologies, and general multi-hop
topologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design- Wireless Communication

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
MAC control messages are essential: for example, ACKs

convey correctly received data and RTS/CTS exchange can
significantly mitigate hidden terminal collisions. However,
even though the information conveyed in MAC control mes-
sages is small, their duration can be quite long, as in ad-
dition to the control information, they also need to include
source/destination address, message type, etc., all of which
are transmitted at base rate to improve the likelihood that
they can be successfully decoded. For example, an ACK
message is 14 bytes plus physical layer encapsulation, but
contains only one bit of relevant information (that DATA
was successfully received). Likewise, RTS/CTS is rarely
used in practice precisely due to excessive overhead despite
its important role in mitigating collisions.

In this paper, we design, implement, and evaluate 802.11ec
(Encoded Control) as a control message free MAC. Instead
of control messages, 11ec employs correlatable symbol se-
quences (CSS’s), which together with their transmission tim-
ing, convey all control information, and change the funda-
mental design properties of the MAC. For example, 11ec re-
places an 802.11 ACK message with a predefined ACK CSS
that can be correlated instead of decoded, thereby vastly re-
ducing its duration and dramatically improving its robust-
ness by enabling its reception at low SINR.

Control information can be classified along two dimen-
sions: first, as to whether or not the information in the
message can be represented from a small dictionary or code-
book. For example, a small dictionary can encode the three
different control messages used in 802.11 for data exchange
(RTS, CTS, and ACK). Likewise, while the space of all MAC
addresses is large (seemingly precluding a small dictionary),
each node communicates with only a limited number of ad-
dresses at a time. Thus, both MAC addresses and control
message type can be encoded from a small dictionary. Sec-
ond, control information can further be classified according
to whether they are necessarily public or can be private.
For example, for correctness of the protocol, all nodes must
know that a CTS should cause them to defer, i.e., this mes-
sage must be public; on the other hand, only a data sender
need know that its data was correctly received, i.e., its ACK
may be private.

802.11ec’s key techniques are two fold: first, we use a dic-
tionary of correlatable symbol sequences to convey control
information that can be represented by a limited dictionary.
For example, instead of CTS that contains physical layer
preamble, frame control sequence, type field, frame check-
sum, destination address, duration field (as well as it incurs



a TSIFS delay), we transmit a short (e.g., 127 symbols) CSS
from a small dictionary to convey that it is a CTS. For an
802.11a physical layer, we show that this reduces the time to
convey the control information by nearly an order of mag-
nitude, from 60 μs to 6.35 μs. Second, we show that the
information that cannot be represented by a limited dictio-
nary can be conveyed via CSS timing. For example, nodes
overhearing the 802.11 CTS message need to defer for an
amount of time as specified by the CTS duration field con-
tained in the message. We show that 11ec nodes can instead
simply defer until a channel-clear CSS is transmitted by the
receiver (or until a timeout).
802.11ec’s second technique is to distinguish between pub-

lic and private information. Namely, 11ec only uses public
CSS’s for information that is required to be public, such
as conveying channel reservation and channel clear. On the
other hand, address fields need not be public, as the identity
of the sender and receiver need not be known by other nodes.
11ec ensures that private control information, including ad-
dresses and ACKs, is not correlated by other nodes. This has
the potential to thwart eavesdroppers not only from decod-
ing data (as data can be encrypted), but even from knowing
which nodes are communicating with each other; we show
how all private control information, including addresses can
only be correlated by the intended receiver.1

802.11ec enhances robustness in two ways. First, control
information is more likely to be received in 11ec because
control information is conveyed in short CSS’s that are cor-
relatable even at low SINR. For example, because 802.11ec
replaces an ACK message with a CSS, 11ec ACKs are more
robust and can be received even in the presence of trans-
mitting interferers. Second, 802.11 is “fragile” to topolog-
ical factors in that while 802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS
yields high performance in fully connected wireless LANs
[5], hidden terminals, asymmetric topologies, and general
multi-hop topologies can yield severe throughput degrada-
tion and unfairness [6]. These latter topologies are becom-
ing increasingly common because of device power asymme-
tries, e.g., between APs, laptops, and popular smart-phones,
and of the wider coverage achievable with the adoption of
sub-GHz frequencies, including TV white spaces [16, 19].
While use of RTS/CTS can significantly improve through-
put in such challenged topologies, the additional overhead
of RTS/CTS can sometimes overwhelm this improvement.
Moreover, in fully connected topologies RTS/CTS degrades
throughput due to its unnecessary overhead. In contrast,
11ec overcomes these limitations through robust and short-
duration control signals, i.e., 11ec minimally penalizes sta-
tion throughput thus allowing to enable channel reservation
independently of the network topology. Consequently, 11ec
stations have vastly increased opportunities to obtain chan-
nel access thereby dramatically improving the network’s fair-
ness in throughput distribution.
We implement correlatable symbol sequences in a software

defined radio, perform a large set of experiments and study
issues that have not been experimentally investigated pre-
viously. We find a correlatable symbol sequence length that
simultaneously: (i) provides sufficient physical-layer robust-
ness, (ii) limits communication overhead, and (iii) supports
large networks. Specifically, we first investigate the trade-

1While development of a complete privacy protocol is be-
yond the scope of this work, 11ec provides important mech-
anisms to design such a protocol.

offs between sequence length and physical-layer robustness
and show that even short sequences, e.g., 127-symbol or 6.35
μs long, can be detected at -6 dB SINR with only 5% false
negatives. We demonstrate that our encoded sequences can
be detected at an SINR 10 dB lower than 802.11 control
messages. Second, we show that 127-symbol code lengths
can support more than 50 co-located nodes, with minimal
penalty on detection errors.

Finally, we implement 11ec in a measurement-driven emu-
lator, whose inputs are channel measurements collected in a
real deployment and real card performance parameters (e.g.,
BER and multiple supported modulations). We compare
11ec’s performance to 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS.
We examine a wide set of basic topologies that are at the ori-
gin of throughput losses and/or imbalances in 802.11-based
networks in order to provide an insight in understanding the
performance of larger networks. Our finding is that 11ec
can dramatically reduce throughput imbalances by improv-
ing the Jain index [12] by up to 88%. Moreover, while such
a fairness improvement can often decrease total utilization,
11ec increases channel utilization by more than 10% via the
use of short encoded control that simultaneously decreases
vulnerability intervals and control overhead. We also study
a larger topology and show that 802.11ec can improve the
throughput of an under-served flow by a factor of 1255%.
Over all flows, we improve Jain index by up to 217% while
also improving the channel utilization by up to 44%.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses coded control CSS’s and the design of 802.11ec.
Section 3 includes a thorough experimental evaluation of
CSS’s using a software defined radio platform. Section 4 in-
vestigates the benefits of 802.11ec in a measurement-driven
emulator. Finally, Sections 5 and Section 6 overview related
works and conclude the paper.

2. MAC PROTOCOL DESIGN
11ec collision avoidance realizes and improves on the colli-

sion avoidance mechanism of IEEE 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS,
reduces the overhead by nearly an order of magnitude, and
practically eliminates collisions, even in hidden terminal topolo-
gies. Specifically, 11ec retains the four-way handshake sug-
gested by 802.11, where control messages are replaced by
very short correlatable symbol sequences (see Figure 1). It is
important to note that: (i) the duration of each correlatable
symbol sequence is nearly zero; (ii) the duration between the
start of the reservation signal until the data transmission is
negligible, hence practically invulnerable to collisions.

In this section, we define correlatable symbol sequences
(CSS’s) and explain how control messages can be turned into
CSS’s. Furthermore, we show that CSS’s are a key element
for the realization of 11ec efficiency and robustness. The
second part of the section provides a detailed description of
11ec including protocol primitives, and an analysis of hidden
terminal vulnerability leading to novel collision reduction
opportunities.

2.1 Coded Control Information versus
Message Control Information

CSS’s. Correlatable symbol sequences are predefined pseudo-
noise binary codewords; namely, while codewords are de-
terministically generated, they retain the statistical proper-
ties of a sampled white noise. For this reason, the cross-
correlation of any such sequence with a matching copy ob-



Figure 1: Timeline of a packet exchange with Coded
Control versus Message Control.

tains spike values, while it appears random to a listener with-
out prior knowledge of the codeword. An example of a CSS
is the 802.11 preamble used for packet detection, symbol
synchronization, and radio parameter tuning.2

The CSS detection process via cross-correlation enjoys
three key advantages over data decoding. First, cross-correlation
obtains a large processing gain even for small codewords
(e.g., the 802.11 preamble used for detection is 64 symbols),
which permits reliable detection even at low SINR. Second,
differently from decoding, detection is highly robust to im-
perfect radio parameter tuning and thus a codeword does
not need to be preceded by a preamble. For these reasons,
a CSS can be short; for example, in our implementation,
11ec utilizes 127-symbol codewords that can be transmitted
in 6.35 μs. Third, detection is almost instantaneous as no
decoding is needed. For example, 802.11 inter-control mes-
sage time is at least TSIFS = 16 μs, including about 14 μs of
data processing, while in 11ec no control message process-
ing is required; hence, 11ec reduces substantially the short
inter-CSS time.
Encoded Control. While consuming a significant amount

of airtime, 802.11 control messages usually convey little in-
formation. For example, an ACK occupies the medium for
up to 60 μs, i.e., an airtime sufficient to transmit 3240 bits
at 54 Mbps, while it contains a single bit of relevant infor-
mation. 11ec replaces control messages with CSS’s, which
permit to shorten the transmission duration of nearly an or-
der of magnitude to 6.35 μs, while retaining the information
content.
According to the 802.11 standard [1], RTS, CTS, and

ACK control messages may include up to four information
fields: destination address, sender address, duration, and
frame control (a fifth field is the frame check-sum that pro-
tects the other four). In particular, the frame control field
is a 2-byte long sequence of bits representing specific control
parameters. The values of most control bits are fixed for
control messages; only frame subtype (4 bits) and station
power management flag (1 bit) can assume different values.
However, the latter does not convey novel information when
used in control messages.
In order to represent the information content of the con-

trol messages as described above, 11ec considers the size of
the dictionary needed to represent such information. In-
formation that can be expressed by a small dictionary is
conveyed using CSS’s, while information that needs large
dictionaries is conveyed with timing codes. First, in 802.11
data exchange, the type field that distinguishes the control
messages may assume only three values, i.e., RTS, CTS, and

2A detailed discussion of signal correlation can be found in
literature [10, 14, 22]. A short introduction is in Appendix
A.

ACK; 11ec conveys the type by associating each message
with distinct CSS’s. Second, 802.11 control messages in-
clude addresses (sender and/or receiver). Since the number
of nodes a station communicates with at a time is generally
small, i.e., can be represented by a small dictionary, 11ec in-
tegrates the addresses in CSS’s, i.e., a single CSS may repre-
sent the combination of a control type and a specific address.
For example, in 802.11 the RTS includes the address of the
intended receiver; accordingly, in 11ec, RTS addressed to
different receivers are represented by distinct CSS’s. Third,
some control messages include a duration field that cannot
be represented by a small dictionary. For this information,
11ec utilizes a combination of time codes and new control
types. For example, 11ec nodes reserve the channel for the
duration of a data reception, by transmitting two CSS’s cor-
responding to channel reservation (immediately before the
reception) and release (immediately after). The potential
interferers do not access the channel during the interval be-
tween the two CSS’s (or before a timeout expires), i.e., ef-
fectively implement a form of virtual carrier sensing.3

Public CSS’s versus Private CSS’s. A second dimen-
sion of control messages, and of the corresponding CSS’s, is
whether they can be private, i.e., carry information relevant
only to a specific destination (e.g., acknowledgements), or
are necessarily public, i.e., meant to be heard by all neigh-
bors of a node (e.g., channel reservation/release). Accord-
ingly, in the case of a private CSS, only the intended receiver
possesses a copy of the correlatable symbol sequence, and
thus can correctly detect it; conversely, all nodes possess
copies of the public CSS’s and can detect them. For exam-
ple, only the data sender needs to cross-correlate its private
acknowledgement CSS, while all nodes must cross-correlate
public channel reservation/release CSS’s.

Control during Data. Because correlatable symbol se-
quences can be detected even at sub-noise SINR (e.g., 11ec
127-symbol CSS’s can be detected at -6 dB with high reli-
ability), 11ec nodes attempt detection even while receiving
data. This technique provides a signaling mechanism effec-
tive even in cases in which the receiver is subject to long
periods of noisy channel, or undesired data overhearing. In
802.11, if a node receives an RTS while also overhearing
data, the node cannot decode the RTS and therefore cannot
respond. In contrast, 11ec uniquely enables a node to receive
a CSS signaling that another node is requesting to commu-
nicate. Therefore, the receiver can send a Request for RTS
(RRTS) CSS to reserve the medium when it becomes free
and initiate a data exchange [4]. Likewise, because ACKs
are also encoded, they can be correctly received even if an
interfering terminal is simultaneously transmitting data.

2.2 11ec Channel Reservation Primitives
Wireless MAC protocols perform collision avoidance by

silencing the medium in the vicinity of a transmitting link
via channel reservation. Channel reservation fundamentally
hinges on three key mechanisms: (i) initiation, performed by
the node that initiates the exchange to request the coopera-
tion of the other endpoint to reserve the channel; (ii) reser-
vation, performed to inform nodes potentially hindering the
exchange; and (iii) deferral, performed by the surrounding
terminals in order to avoid disturbing ongoing transmissions.
802.11 implements the three mechanisms via (i) RTS; (ii)

3Another alternative is to discretize the duration and asso-
ciate different CSS’s to each discrete value.



CTS and data packet - the latter realizes channel reserva-
tion in the vicinity of the sender; and (iii) NAV and carrier
sensing. When RTS/CTS is disabled, during the data trans-
mission the medium is reserved exclusively in the vicinity of
the sender. In the following, we show how 11ec implements
these three mechanisms via CSS’s and timing codes.
A key concept of 11ec channel reservation is very short

channel reservation negotiation for near immunity to in-
terruptions, e.g., collisions and capturing by other nodes.
Specifically, 11ec channel reservation is based on three basic
primitives (the subscript c indicates CSS’s).
Initiation: Ic(r). In 11ec, a sender wishing to start a data

exchange performs virtual, and optionally physical, carrier
sensing. If the medium is free, the sender waits for a back-
off interval similar to 802.11 and then transmits a sender
side channel request primitive, in short Ic(r), to request the
receiver r to reserve the channel. Ic(r) need only be de-
tected by r and not necessarily by the neighboring nodes;
thus, we implement it as a private CSS. In order to convey
the identity of the receiver r (as 11ec does not transmit the
traditional MAC address), 11ec implements Ic(r) via sev-
eral CSS’s, and associates a distinct CSS with each receiver;
i.e., when a sender needs to contact a receiver, it uses the
receiver’s Ic(r). Nodes in the vicinity of the sender do not
detect the initiation Ic(r).
Reservation: Rc. A node r receiving an Ic(r) checks

if other nodes are communicating in its vicinity and may
hinder its reception. If that is not the case, r immediately
transmits a channel reservation primitive Rc to notify poten-
tial interferers. In order to realize the reservation, Rc should
be detected by all nodes in the vicinity of the receiver r and
it is therefore transmitted via a public CSS.
In addition to channel reservation that forces neighbors to

defer, Rc implicitly communicates to the transmitter that
the channel is available and that data can be transmitted.
Instead of providing a distinct CSS to convey the sender
address, as in the previous case of the Ic(r), we employ
a simple temporal code: Since a receiver r transmits Rc

immediately after Ic(r), the sender, in contrast to the other
neighboring nodes, interprets the reception of a Rc as an
authorization to begin a data transmission.
Deferral: Rc → Fc. 11ec implements the deferral and

conveys its duration via a combination of CSS’s and a sim-
ple time code. Specifically, after data reception and acknowl-
edgement, the receiver explicitly releases the channel with a
channel free primitive Fc. Thus, nodes receiving Rc need to
wait to receive an Fc (or wait a predefined timeout) before
accessing the channel; practically, this procedure represents
a form of virtual carrier sensing. Because all neighboring
nodes need to receive Fc, 11ec implements Fc as a public
CSS.
11ec further increases the robustness of Rc/Fc messages

by pairing them. Our technique is based on associating a
small number of CSS pairs to distinct Ri

c/F
i
c pairs; a receiver

randomly picks and transmits any such pair to reserve and
free the channel. This feature is particularly useful for a
node located in the neighborhood of several receivers that
may be active simultaneously, i.e., the receivers may send Rc

and Fc that denote overlapping intervals. In that case, the
node can still correctly determine the state of the medium
in each moment, by associating each overheard reservation
Ri

c to its corresponding F i
c .

Finally, we define an acknowledgement primitive, Ac(s)

(see Figure 1), and we implement it as a private CSS asso-
ciated to each sender s. Few recently proposed packet for-
warding schemes leverage the ACK exchange for additional
purposes other than data acknowledgement, e.g., network
coding [7] and routing [8]. In such cases, 11ec can revert to
802.11 ACKs with small overhead penalty (the major gain
of 11ec both in throughput and robustness derives from the
novel channel reservation scheme). Note that CSMA/CN
[22] uses signatures for acknowledgement, which are similar
to our CSS’s.

CSS Association. The Initiation and Acknowledgement
primitives Ic(r) andAc(s) require association of unique CSS’s
to specific nodes. While a detailed investigation of the issue
is beyond the scope of this paper, we suggest two simple
mechanisms that can be used for this purpose. The first
leverages the solution already existing in the 802.11 stan-
dard, in which the AP assigns an identifier (AID) upon sta-
tion association [1]; AIDs can be easily mapped to CSS’s.
In order to initiate the association, the stations may use a
reserved CSS. The second mechanism utilizes multiple hash
functions based on the station MAC address. In case of as-
signment conflicts, which can be easily detected using the
address fields in the header of the data frames, the stations
can switch the hash function utilized.

Primitive Extensions. As briefly mentioned above,
11ec can support a signaling mechanism to alleviate star-
vation similar to RRTS [4] via control during data, and can
highly reduce the occurrence of exposed terminals via robust
CSS acknowledgement. For reason of space, these cases are
not covered in this paper.

2.3 Contending Flows and Vulnerability
Interval

The shortness and robustness of correlatable symbol se-
quences dramatically reduces vulnerability to collisions. The
vulnerability interval of a packet exchange is twice the time
delay from the beginning of a transmission until all poten-
tial interferers are prevented from corrupting the exchange,
i.e., it includes the whole interval, before and after the be-
ginning of the intended exchange, during which interfering
transmissions may start and corrupt the exchange. In the
case of hidden terminals in 802.11 with RTS/CTS, the vul-
nerability interval is twice the delay from the moment a node
sends an RTS to the detection of CTS by the hidden termi-
nals. Considering the case of 802.11a/g and 6 Mbps control
packets, the total duration of the vulnerability interval can
be computed as follows. First, node s transmits the RTS,
for a total duration of 52 μs including preambles; second,
the RTS propagates to the receiver for up to 1 μs; third, the
receiving node r waits TSIFS = 16 μs before sending the
CTS, due to practical communication issues such as RTS
decoding; fourth, the CTS propagates to hidden terminals
for up to 1 μs; fifth, the hidden terminals need up to 4 μs to
detect the packet; last, additional 2 μs account for potential
radio turn-around (all temporal indications are taken from
section 17 of the 2007 version of the standard, for 20 MHz
bandwidth [1]). The total amounts to 152 μs, i.e., twice
76 μs. In 802.11 without RTS/CTS, the vulnerability in-
terval can be considerably larger, spanning twice the data
transmission duration and as large as 4 ms.

802.11ec’s CSS’s shorten the vulnerability interval and
practically reduce the set of potential hidden terminals. The
vulnerability interval of 11ec can be computed as follows (see



Figure 2: Timeline of the vulnerability interval of
802.11ec (time indications are in μs).

Figure 2, where the intervals below are denoted by numerical
time indications). First, node s transmits Ic(r) for 6.35 μs;
second, the receiving node r waits for up to 2 μs, in order to
detect potential overlapping hidden terminal transmissions
as explained below (this interval is a design choice and in-
cludes the propagation delay from the transmitter); third,
r needs a turn-around time to prepare its radio for trans-
mission, i.e., 2 μs (according to 802.11 standard); fourth, r
transmits Rc for 6.35 μs; finally, the hidden terminals need
a propagation delay of up to 1 μs to receive the Rc and an
additional 2 μs to account for potential radio turn-around.
11ec vulnerable interval is twice 19.7 μs, i.e., 39.4 μs or about
25.9% of the vulnerability interval of 802.11.
CSS’s also nearly eliminate the collisions of nodes start-

ing in the same slot when the SINR allows it.4 In fact, the
receiver r can detect simultaneous and overlapping trans-
missions of multiple Ic(r) because of the CSS processing
gain, and request retransmission. Specifically, r waits for a
round-trip propagation time in order to detect potentially
overlapping transmissions and, in that case, sends a nega-
tive acknowledgement which prompts the contending nodes
to undergo a quick backoff repetition. However, in order
to take advantage of this technique, we need to enlarge the
slot size to encompass the half vulnerability duration, i.e.,
20 μs (note that this is sufficient, as the Fc of the receiver
synchronizes all of its transmitters). Also in cases of no hid-
den terminals, this choice induces only minor throughput
penalties at high data rates, as we show in Section 4.2.
Co-existence with legacy 802.11. For backward com-

patibility with 802.11, 11ec exactly follows the standard [1]
except for the techniques described in this section. For ex-
ample, a key element for co-existence is the arbitration of
the medium, which leverages carrier sensing based on the
correlation of the data preambles and backoff mechanism.
Accordingly, 11ec uses the same data preamble format as
802.11, and sets the contention window size following the
same binary exponential backoff scheme. A more complete
discussion of co-existence is beyond the scope of this paper.

4Nodes may use power adaptation techniques exclusively
to transmit control CSS’s while transmitting data at full
power, i.e., without modulation rate adaptation requirement
or throughput penalty. While this may improve the perfor-
mance of 11ec, we defer its investigation to future work.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF CSS
In this section we present an experimental evaluation of

correlatable symbol sequences using software defined radios.
Specifically, our evaluation covers the following issues, none
of which has been previously experimentally studied in the
literature.

(i) We explore the trade-off between length of the se-
quences, i.e., overhead, and processing gain, i.e., robustness.
Our finding is that 127-symbol sequences provide a
good trade-off between overhead (6.35 μs) and ro-
bustness (5% false negatives at -6 dB SINR).

(ii) We contrast the performance of CSS detection with
control message decoding. Our finding is that 127-symbol
CSS’s can be reliably detected at about 10 dB lower
SINR than 802.11 6 Mbps OFDM control packets.

(iii) We determine the codebook size that 11ec can sup-
port, i.e., the number of distinct CSS’s that can be practi-
cally used, by studying the cross-correlation between differ-
ent CSS’s and its effect on the probability of false positives.
Our finding is that the design of 127-symbol CSS’s
via Gold codes can support more than 50 co-located
nodes (a total of 127 CSS’s), without any penalty on
false positives.

3.1 Experimental Setup

3.1.1 Tools
WARP and WARPLab. Our reference software de-

fined radio is the WARP platform [3]. WARP is an FPGA-
based platform, including custom designed radios based on
the MAX2829 chipset. WARPLab is a programming envi-
ronment that permits to drive WARP from a host computer.
Relevantly to our experiments, WARPLab supports the ex-
ecution of micro experiments, each one of approximately
400 μs duration (214 samples at the 40 MHz frequency of
DAC/ADC), and access analog sample send/receive buffers
and RSSI recordings collected during each experiment. RSSI
is measured by the MAX2829 circuit, and digitized by a ded-
icated 10-bit ADC.

Azimuth Channel Emulator. In order to perform ex-
periments under controllable and repeatable conditions, we
used an Azimuth ACE MX channel emulator.5 The channel
emulator permits creation of different network topologies, by
tuning the attenuation along each path independently and
predictably.

3.1.2 Implementation
We implement CSS transmission/detection and OFDM

packet transmission/decoding on WARPLab. Specifically,
CSS’s are BPSK sequences filtered, upsampled, and trans-
mitted via standard wideband methods. This solution en-
joys a practical advantage over alternative solutions, e.g.,
OFDM-modulated BPSK sequences, due to the lower peak
to average power ratio [26]. Finally, in order to reproduce
802.11 as closely as possible, we implement all types of
OFDM 802.11a/g modulation and convolutional code pairs
in WARPLab.

3.2 Channel Emulator Validation
The results in this section are obtained using a channel

emulator. In order to validate the emulator setting, our

5Azimuth Systems Inc., http://www.azimuthsystems.com/



methodology includes a preliminary validation contrasting
results of a cross-correlation experiment performed over the
air, with an identical experiment conducted with the em-
ulator. Specifically, our experiment consists of exchanging
CSS’s between two WARP nodes a and b, under the interfer-
ence generated by random OFDM transmissions of a third
interfering node c. In the first part of the experiment, we
deploy the three nodes inside an office building. In an over
the air setting, it is difficult to control SINR given interfer-
ence from 802.11 networks operating in the building. For
this reason, we perform the experiment late at night and
measure the SINR on links a − b and c − b a few seconds
before and after the experiment. Then, we repeat the ex-
periment under controllable and repeatable conditions using
the channel emulator, where we can control the SINR with
high accuracy. We repeat both experiments several times
and for different SINR, and show a representative sample
result.
In both experiments, node a transmits 7 repetitions of

a 127-symbol CSS. For each newly acquired sample (i.e.,
at 40 MHz frequency of the WARP platform ADC), node
b computes the signal correlation with a local copy of the
transmitted CSS. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a represen-
tative outcome of a realization in which the SINR on link
a− b carrying the CSS is -6 dB. The x-axis is the temporal
progression of collected samples, while the y-axis is the cor-
related value. The thick crossing line in the plots represents
a possible choice of the detection threshold; such a thresh-
old is strategic in determining the robustness of CSS’s, by
balancing false positives and false negatives. In the experi-
ments we conduct in this section, the threshold is chosen in
order to obtain a false positive probability of 10−8. While we
defer more details on how to tune the threshold to Section
3.6, here we observe that because of the threshold design
the correlation value on the y-axis is normalized according
to the magnitude of correlated I/Q samples. In the figures,
correlation spikes are clearly identifiable in coincidence with
the reception of each single CSS, as all and only marks ex-
ceeding the threshold. Thus, the detection of 127-symbol
CSS’s is possible at -6 dB with few errors. By comparing
the two plots, we conclude that controllable emulator exper-
iments and over the air experiments provide similar results
for identical SINR values. However, because of the difficulty
to constantly control the SINR in over the air settings, we
perform the remaining experiments in this section using the
channel emulator, thereby also ensuring their repeatability.

3.3 CSS Length versus Robustness Trade-off
The first issue is the trade-off between the CSS length L

and robustness under different SINR; we quantify robust-
ness in terms of the probability of false positives and false
negatives. The outcome of this assessment is important, as
robustness to SINR is one of the two key elements in the
choice of CSS length (the other element guiding this choice
is the number of CSS’s, discussed in Section 3.5). In this
subsection, we determine a length that can tolerate signifi-
cant interference without high communication overhead. In
this experiment, we deploy the three node topology above
and use the channel emulator to vary the SINR on link a−b.
Specifically, the link between node a transmitting the CSS
and the receiving node b is maintained fixed to −82 dBm,
while the attenuation on the interfering link c − b is set in
order to obtain the desired SINR. We iterate the experiment
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(b) Channel emulation

Figure 3: Example of 127-symbol CSS correlation at
−6 dB.

for different combinations of SINR and CSS lengths. Each
experiment consists in the detection of at least 100 CSS’s
of lengths L ranging from 63 to 511 symbols. We vary the
SINR between 0 dB and -10 dB.

Figure 4 shows the probability of false negatives as a func-
tion of SINR and CSS length. Specifically, the x-axis denotes
the SINR on link a− b, while the y-axis denotes the proba-
bility of false negatives. The different curves correspond to
different CSS lengths. The figure shows that longer CSS’s
are more robust due to the processing gain, e.g., at -8 dB,
CSS’s of length 63 can be detected only 4% of the time
(96% of false negatives in the figure), while CSS’s of lengths
127, 255, 511 can be detected approximately 30%, 99%, and
100% of the time respectively. However, increasing the CSS
length involves an overhead penalty; in fact, while a 63-
symbol CSS can be delivered in about 3.15 μs, 127, 255,
511-symbol CSS’s require 6.35, 12.75, 25.55 μs respectively.
With regard to the probability of false positives, we never
obtained more than a single occurrence (out of hundreds of
thousands of tests performed) for all the experiments related
to a fixed SINR and length combination. Finally, it is rele-
vant to notice that our results show only minor degradation
with respect to theoretical performance in AWGN channel.
For instance, considering the probability of false positives
and false negatives at -8 dB, the length of sequences with
similar performance in AWGN would be 47, 81, 198 for the
cases of 63, 127, 255 actual lengths. We conclude that 127-
symbol CSS’s provide a good compromise between overhead
(6.35 μs), and resilience as they can be detected at -6 dB
with 5.7% false negatives and no false positives.

3.4 CSS Detection versus Control Message
Decoding

Our second experiment aims to show that control CSS’s
are more robust to noise than 802.11 control messages, i.e.,
that CSS’s can be reliably detected at considerably lower
SINR than control messages. The metrics we use are false
positives for the case of CSS detection, and packet error
rate for control message decoding. We consider 127-symbol
CSS’s vs. 160-bit messages transmitted via BPSK modula-



Figure 4: Robustness vs length tradeoff for different
CSS lengths.

tion, with 1/2 rate convolutional coding, corresponding to
an RTS packet transmitted at base rate of 6 Mbps in 802.11
OFDM. In order to create the interference scenarios, we
follow a methodology identical to the previous experiment.
For the case of BPSK modulation, our experiment directly
measures the BER out of at least 100000 bit transmissions.
Then, we convert the obtained value to packet error rate,
by considering a random and independent distribution of
the bit errors among the packets (i.e., 1 − (1 − BER)PL,
where PL is the packet length in bits). Note that the adop-
tion of burst error models, such as Gilbert-Elliot [9], with
expected burst length of 6 bits [27] may vary the results by
about 1 to 1.5 dB.
Figure 5 shows two curves corresponding to CSS detec-

tion and control messages decoding. The x-axis denotes
the SINR, while the y-axis denotes the probability of miss-
ing control, i.e., the probability of false negatives (resp. of
packet decoding error) for CSS’s (resp. for control mes-
sages). The plot shows that control CSS’s are substantially
more robust than control messages, since their probability
of false negatives is much less than the error probability of
control packets for any SINR. Furthermore, similar proba-
bilities of missing control are obtained for the two control
mechanisms, for SINR values separated by about 10 dB. For
example, CSS’s obtain probability of false detection of 5.7%
at -6 dB, while control messages achieve 24% packet error
rate at +4 dB, and 0.2% at +4.5 dB. We conclude that due
to the improved robustness of CSS detection with respect to
packet decoding, control CSS’s are about 10 dB more resilient
to noise than 802.11 control messages.

3.5 11ec Codebook Size
In 11ec, nodes use multiple CSS’s and need to be able to

reliably detect and discern all of them. In this experiment,
we investigate whether cross-correlation between CSS’s af-
fects detection accuracy, and we explore the number of dis-
tinct CSS’s that can be practically used. Specifically, we
assess the probability of falsely detecting CSS A when CSS
B is transmitted instead. For a given CSS length, a trade-off
exists between the number of CSS’s that 11ec uses, and the
magnitude of the cross-correlation between any CSS pair,
which in turn influences the probability of false positives.
For this error probability to be small, we use well known
sparse binary sequences, with optimal cross-correlation prop-
erties. Instances of such sequences have been studied for

Figure 5: Probability of missing CSS detection vs
missing message decoding.
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Figure 6: Low cross-correlation of CSS’s different
from the one transmitted.

lengths corresponding to powers of 2, e.g., in cellular com-
munications [21]. Different families of sequences provide
larger (resp. smaller) sets of codewords, with larger (resp.
smaller) cross-correlation between any codeword pair. Our
design implements Gold codes, which provide 127 CSS’s for
our 127-symbol length, with a theoretical cross-correlation
on the order of 12%. The choice of Gold codes permits us
to support more than 50 co-located nodes by assigning dis-
tinct CSS’s pairs to each node representing Ic(r) and Ac(s),
while saving several CSS’s for F i

c/R
i
c pairs. In case a larger

number of nodes needs to be supported, 11ec can switch
to 255-symbol Kasami large codes for example, which allow
more than 2000 nodes with 4011 CSS’s.

To verify our choice, we emulated a situation in which a
CSS A is sent, and 10 nodes try to detect CSS’s different
from A within the same samples. We repeated the experi-
ment for 100 detection attempts, for 127-symbol Gold codes
and SINR from 0 dB to -10 dB. The goal of this experiment
is to assess the probability that the other nodes obtain false
positives of their own CSS when the signature A is sent. The
number of false negatives is immaterial in this experiment.
For each SINR experiment, we obtained at most one false
positive more than the case of a single CSS detection. Fig-
ure 6 shows an example outcome for -6 dB SINR (where the
axes have the same meaning as in the experiment in Figure
3). The overlapping plots show the cross-correlation values
obtained by 11 different nodes (including the one that ex-
pects to detect the transmitted CSS). While the number of
spikes is unchanged, the noise looks visually denser due to
overlapping plots. We conclude that by using Gold codes,
11ec can support more than 50 co-located nodes without sig-
nificant incidence of false positives.



3.6 Discussion on Signal Correlation
Practical Detection Threshold Selection. The choice

of the detection threshold is strategic in balancing the trade-
off between false positives and false negatives. For example,
as mentioned above, in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) the threshold
is denoted by the thick crossing line; corresponding to the
chosen threshold, the figures show 0 false positives and 0
false negatives. In general, a higher value of the threshold
decreases the probabilty of false positives at the expense of a
large probability of false negatives; viceversa, a lower thresh-
old increases the occurrence of false positives. The theory of
correlation in Gaussian noise provides an optimal threshold
for a target detection SINR [14]. Specifically,

T =

√
L · E · N

2
∗Q−1(PFA) (1)

where Q is the tail probability of the standard normal func-
tion. The formula shows that the optimal T depends on
noise power N , CSS power E , CSS length L, and on the
target probability of false positives PFA that we fix to 10−8.
We remark that: (i) Generally, the power of the noise (which
may be due to interfering transmissions) varies in time, thus
the detection threshold should also change; (ii) Practically,
it is difficult to estimate in advance the power of the noise
and the power of the signal. In order to address the latter
concern, we establish a lower bound on the SINR of the sig-
nal that we aim to detect (in our experiments -6 dB), and we

tune T correspondingly (i.e., T =
√

L·SINR·N2

2
∗Q−1(PFA)).

Unfortunately, this solution is not sufficient because of the
difficulty to estimate N . In fact, the receiver can only mea-
sure the total power of the incoming signal, which may or
may not contain the target CSS. Thus, we conservatively
choose to replace N with the total signal power received, as
if the incoming signal did not contain the CSS; practically,
when the CSS is actually present, this choice has the effect of
tuning T to a higher value than desired, i.e., it increases the
occurrence of false negatives. Figures 3 and 6 show that the
value of the threshold increases when the signal is present,
and decreases otherwise.
Wireless Communications Issues. It is important to

note that two issues may affect the performance of corre-
lation, both due to the fact that the transmitter and re-
ceiver radio generate independent clocks [10, 22]. First, the
clock phases at the transmitter and receiver are in general
not aligned; this produces a phase offset between the two
radios, which causes a fixed rotation of the received sym-
bols of an angle γ. In order to compensate for this effect,
we compute the magnitude of the correlation, with a theo-
retical penalty on the processing gain of about 0.5 dB [20].
Second, while the nominal frequencies of transmitter and re-
ceiver clocks are identical, they practically differ by a small
Δf ; this problem is known as carrier frequency offset. Car-
rier frequency offset produces a continuous rotation of the
received symbols. Practically, Δf is sufficiently small (e.g.,
∼ 1-4 KHz [22]), so that its effect is negligible over the CSS
lengths/durations considered in this paper.
Hardware Implementation. The hardware implemen-

tation of CSS transmission and detection only requires the
replication of components which are already present in off-
the-shelf 802.11 chipsets, and specifically of filters and cor-
relators. The basic implementation of 11ec needs four cor-
relators (additional correlators may help increase channel

reservations robustness as per Section 2.2). Because the cor-
related BPSK sequences at most require a sign flip on the
received I/Q samples and several summations (with respect
to expensive multiplications required to implement 802.11
floating-point correlators), CSS correlators occupy a very
limited amount of resources.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF 11EC
In this section, we present an experimental validation of

11ec using a measurement-based emulator that we design
and implement. We perform the following experiments.

(i) We investigate the performance of 11ec in basic topolo-
gies that typically incur loss or imbalance for 802.11. Our
finding is that 11ec increases the throughput of under-
served flows compared to 802.11 with or without
RTS/CTS up to 10-fold (resp. 200-fold), with a ben-
efit of almost 60% (resp. 55.6%) in fairness accord-
ing to the Jain index.

(ii) We investigate the performance of 11ec in a larger 5-
flow network topology. Our finding is that compared
to 802.11 with or without RTS/CTS, 11ec achieves
a gain of 30% (resp. 44%) in airtime utilization, and
improves a severely underserved flow’s throughput
from 160 kbps (resp. 0 kbps) to 2.168 Mbps, for a
gain of 1255%.

The results in this section show that 11ec dramatically
improves network fairness; furthermore, while such improve-
ment can often decrease total utilization, 11ec remarkably
increases channel utilization. Unlike 802.11, 11ec gives equal
opportunities to weak links characterized by low data rates
and strong high data rate links; for this reason, 11ec may
sometimes achieve lower cumulative network throughput.

4.1 Measurement-driven Network Emulator
Our measurement-driven emulator is based on the Glo-

MoSim simulator [28].6 For the sake of realism, we modify
GloMoSim in two ways: (i) we implement the support for
multiple 802.11a/g modulations, i.e., BPSK 1/2, QPSK 1/2,
16QAM 1/2 and 64QAM 3/4 (corresponding to 6, 12, 24,
54 Mbps respectively); (ii) we implement a new propagation
model that calculates links attenuation using our channel
measurements. Specifically, with regard to the former, we
perform a set of measurements at the channel emulator using
the same transmitter/receiver/interferer setup described in
the previous section, and we measure the BER as a function
of the SINR. With regard to the second issue, we deploy
up to 8 WARP nodes simultaneously in an office building
(see Figure 7) and measure the signal strength between any
pair, i.e., for any run of the experiment a single node trans-
mits 400 μs packets and all others record the received power.
As a result of these two measurements, we manually select
for each link in the network emulator the highest data rate
that its channel SINR can support with negligible packet
error probability. Finally, we integrate all results into our
measurement-driven emulator.

CSS Implementation. We implement CSS reception
and detection as an autonomous physical layer component,

6Despite that the last version of GloMoSim dates to late
2001, the basic operations of the 802.11 MAC layer are con-
sistent with the latest standard. The physical layer includes
features such as noise accumulation, which make it prefer-
able to alternative simulators.
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Figure 7: Layout of our office building deployment.

independent of the packet detection architecture of Glo-
MoSim, i.e., CSS’s are not simulated via small packets. Specif-
ically, nodes store incoming CSS’s, and schedule their eval-
uation after a delay corresponding to CSS’s length, i.e., 6.35
μs for a 127-symbol CSS. For any stored CSS, the emulator
keeps track of the variation of the background interference.
At the moment of the evaluation the average SINR of the
CSS is computed, and CSS detection is triggered if the SINR
exceeds a threshold tuned to -6 dB for 127-symbol CSS (see
Section 3.3). Our implementation permits each node to si-
multaneously store, evaluate and potentially detect multiple
CSS’s overlapping with other CSS’s or incoming packets.
Note that the original GloMoSim implementation of packet
decoding does not support any of the features above, i.e.,
delayed evaluation and simultaneous multi-signal reception.
Finally, we implemented 11ec’s MAC layer state machine

by building on GloMoSim’s 802.11. In particular, the de-
sign integrates the novel procedures corresponding, e.g., to
deferral and timeout management.

4.2 Basic Topologies
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of

11ec in a few basic topologies (mostly including two flows)
that are characterized by symmetries or asymmetries in link
signal strength differences and carrier sensing relationships.
This study is important because these topologies are at the
origin of throughput losses and/or imbalances in 802.11-
based networks [6]. We show that 11ec largely overcomes
the problems of 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS.
In our study, we classify the basic topologies into 4 main

groups according to the prevalence of one of the two links
with respect to the other (e.g., due to higher SINR), and to
the carrier sensing relationships between the transmitters.
Specifically, the 4 topologies are the following: (i) Sym-
metric Hidden Terminals include the case where two links
are formed by transmitters that do not carrier sense each
other, and share a common receiver; moreover, the links
have similar reception power at the receiver. Specifically,
these topologies include links whose signal strengths at the
receiver are not different by more than 4 dB; we choose this
threshold to exclude capture at any 802.11 modulation. (ii)
Asymmetric Hidden Terminals include topologies where two
non carrier sensing transmitters share a common receiver,
but one of the formed links has a significant power advan-
tage. Specifically, these topologies includes links whose sig-
nal strengths at the receiver differ by more than 5 dB; the
choice of the threshold is to permit to one of the two links
to capture over the other at BPSK modulation. (iii) Infor-
mation Asymmetries include link pairs a-b and c-d whose
transmitters a and c do not carrier sense each other, and
whose receivers differ; moreover, one of the two links c-d
interferes with the other link a-b, but not viceversa. (iv)

Fully Connected WLANs include topologies where all nodes
carrier sense each other and transmit to a common receiver.

Most of the experiments in this section are performed
by reproducing the topologies in our measurement-driven
network emulator, with fully backlogged UDP/CBR traffic
formed by 1024-byte packets. Each figure includes the bar
graph of the throughputs of the flows for the three proto-
cols we compare, namely 11ec, 802.11 with RTS/CTS, and
802.11 without RTS/CTS. Where utilized, RTS/CTS are
transmitted at the OFDM 6 Mbps base rate. 11ec imple-
mentation includes CSS acknowledgements, but does not
support RRTS mechanisms. The experiments in Figures
8(a) to 8(c) involve flow pairs; accordingly, the figures con-
tain groups of six bars that correspond to the throughput of
each flow, as achieved by the three protocols. The x-axes of
the graphs indicate the data rates of the flows involved in
the denoted experiment (when two different values are used,
they orderly match the bar pairs), while the y-axes are in
Mbps. In Figure 9 we introduce a metric termed total air-
time utilization, which denotes the time share during which
successful data packets are transmitted. Finally, we evaluate
fairness according to two well known indicators, namely the
Jain index [12], and proportional fairness [15]. The Jain in-
dex assumes values in the interval [0, 1]; for both indicators,
higher values correspond to higher fairness.

Symmetric Hidden Terminals. We consider four in-
stances of symmetric hidden terminals: three of them are se-
lected from our deployed network, and use modulation rates
corresponding to 6/12/24 Mbps, respectively. The last case
is artificially generated in order to explore the effect of the
use of higher modulation schemes. Figure 8(a) shows that
all solutions assign similar throughputs to both flows. How-
ever, 11ec and 802.11 with RTS/CTS achieve considerably
higher total throughput than 802.11 for most rates. Fur-
thermore, 11ec outperforms 802.11 with RTS/CTS due to
the smaller duration of CSS’s with respect to control mes-
sages (11ec control CSS exchange lasts 19.7 μs, with respect
to the 128 μs of 802.11 control messages). This entails a re-
duction of the probability of collisions (see Section 2.3), and
lower control overhead. Both effects become more and more
evident as the packet data-rate increases; at 54 Mbps the
total throughput gain of 11ec over 802.11 with RTS/CTS is
about 25%. Finally, at 54 Mbps data packets are sufficiently
short to permit low collision probability to 802.11 without
RTS/CTS; nonetheless, 11ec still shows 5% throughput gain.

Asymmetric Hidden Terminals. We consider four in-
stances of asymmetric hidden terminals, all based on ac-
tual link power measurements. In these topologies, packets
sent at base rate (e.g., control packets) by the sender with
high SNR capture over packets sent by the sender with low
SNR. However, because of our choice of the data modula-
tion rate as the highest that can be supported by the link
in the absence of interference, data packets always collide
for both senders. Figure 8(b) shows that the capture ef-
fect has disastrous consequences for the flow with low SNR
in 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS, while it has no ef-
fect on 11ec. For example, in the first instance represented
(i.e., the left-most six bars in the figure) 11ec improves the
throughput of the under-served flow by 11-fold (resp. by 2-
fold) with respect to 802.11 with (resp. without) RTS/CTS.
In 802.11 with RTS/CTS the imbalance is due to the fact
that in case of overlapping RTS, the RTS of the stronger link
is correctly decoded, while the other is ignored. Since 802.11
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Figure 8: Throughput of 11ec, 802.11 with/without
RTS/CTS in basic topologies

without RTS/CTS does not use the base rate, but transmits
all packets at data rate, the throughput imbalance is origi-
nated only by the shorter duration of the data packet of the
dominant link, which permits it to enjoy higher success prob-
ability. The result for the last instance (i.e., last two bars
in the graph) supports this claim: when both links trans-
mit at 24 Mbps, their throughputs do not depend on any
SNR imbalance. Finally, in general, because of the larger
number of collisions, 802.11 without RTS/CTS has a lower
total throughput. In contrast to 802.11, 11ec reduces the
imbalance by reducing the number of collisions, and actu-
ally reverses the imbalance, i.e., the link with the lower SNR
obtains higher throughput. In brief, this is due to the fact
that the link with higher SNR has the possibility to collide
multiple times with a single packet sent at lower data rate
by the link with lower SNR. This deduction is corroborated
by the last instance (i.e., the right-most group of six bars) in
Figure 8(b); for two links with different SNR, but both using
16QAM 1/2 modulation, the throughputs are identical.
In terms of fairness, considering for example the first in-

stance, 11ec improves the Jain index from approximately
0.52 and 0.76 in 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS to 0.98;
similarly, in terms of proportional fairness, 11ec improves
the sum of the logs of the rates from 4.69 and 4.82 of 802.11
with and without RTS/CTS to 5.13. The total through-
put of 11ec is lower than the competitors; however, this is
misleading, and is due to the fact that 11ec improves the
throughput of flows with lower data rate. Figure 9 clarifies
this aspect, by showing the total airtime utilization for all
instances represented in Figure 8(b). 11ec obtains up to 30%
higher airtime utilization than the other 802.11 versions.
Information Asymmetry. The three instances we con-

sider are again based on our channel measurements. In these

Figure 9: Total airtime utilization in the case of
Asymmetric Hidden Terminals.

topologies, the link interfering always succeeds, while the
interfered may become severely under-served due to high
number of collisions. In fact, the sender of the under-served
link cannot perceive when the channel is free at its receiver,
and randomly selects transmission instants; in the likely case
of collision, the sender of the under-served link decreases its
sending rate due to backoff. Figure 8(c) shows that the infor-
mation asymmetry completely starves the under-served link
in 802.11. 802.11 with RTS/CTS slightly outperforms the
version without, due to the larger probability of the under-
served flow to correctly transmit an entire RTS without be-
ing interrupted by the interferer. It is important to notice
that several of the bars corresponding to 802.11 flows in this
and the next figures are almost or completely invisible. In
contrast, even without the feature of control during data,
11ec manages to assign a significant throughput (about 40%
of the interfering link) to the under-served link. For ex-
ample, in the first instance represented (i.e., the left-most
six bars in the figure) 11ec improves the throughput of the
under-served link by 20-fold (resp. by 200-fold) with respect
to 802.11 with (resp. without) RTS/CTS. In terms of fair-
ness, 11ec improves the Jain index from approximately 0.5
in 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS to 0.8, with a 60%
gain, and proportional fairness from 4.30 and 3.03 of 802.11
with and without RTS/CTS to 5.14. Similarly to the case
of asymmetric hidden terminals, 11ec achieves a cumulative
throughput lower than 802.11 but gains up to 26% and 5% in
airtime utilization with respect to 802.11 with and without
RTS/CTS. These results are due to the small size of control
CSS’s that have a high probability of being received during
free channel intervals.

Fully Connected WLANs. Figure 8(d) shows the av-
erage throughput obtained for three carrier-sensing links,
and groups of three bars correspond to the three protocols
compared. In this scenario, 802.11 without RTS/CTS per-
forms the best due to low overhead and rare collisions. In
the worst case of 54 Mbps, 11ec obtains 6% less throughput
than 802.11 without RTS/CTS, while 802.11 with RTS/CTS
achieves 18% less throughput than 11ec due the control mes-
sage overhead. At low data rates all protocols perform sim-
ilarly due to the long packet durations. This result clearly
shows that even in the absence of hidden terminals, control
CSS’s and larger slot size of 11ec do not involve significant
throughput penalties.

Final Remarks. First, in the experiments above, we
consider fixed (large) packet size and UDP traffic. We no-
tice that: (i) as the packet size decreases, the overhead of
RTS/CTS becomes more and more relevant, i.e., 11ec is ex-
pected to have larger and larger relative gain; (ii) through-



put imbalances highly affect TCP in most 802.11 cases. By
inspecting the traces, we also notice that even in cases of
balanced throughput (such as symmetric hidden terminals),
802.11 (with and without RTS/CTS) alternately serves for
long periods of time one of the two links, by almost starving
the other [4]; this is extremely detrimental for TCP perfor-
mance. Second, our experiments do not implement rate-
adaptation, but manually select the best rate achievable
based on the links SNR. We observe that rate adaptation
does not produce any benefit to 802.11 with RTS/CTS, since
control messages need still be transmitted at base rate, and
data packets rarely collide. On the other hand, 802.11 with-
out RTS/CTS may benefit in case of hidden terminals, but
typically at the price of higher unfairness even in fully con-
nected WLANs due to capture effect [18]. Third, we notice
that in the asymmetric topologies, the feature of receiver-
side signaling, briefly mentioned at the end of Section 2 and
which we do not implement in the experiments in this pa-
per, improves the throughput of links with low SNR due
to the capability of a receiver to contend for channel ac-
cess. Finally, it is remarkable to notice that in contrast to
common tenets of related literature, RTS/CTS at 6 Mbps
does produce a large performance improvement vs. without
RTS/CTS, and only slightly penalizes the throughput in the
absence of hidden terminals.

4.3 Network Wide Experiment
Here we investigate larger topologies in order to demon-

strate the fairness gains of 11ec in case of multiple flow inter-
actions. We consider a 5-flow topology based on the channel
measurements we performed; the flows operate at 24, 24, 24,
54, and 6 Mbps, respectively. Figure 10 shows the detailed
bar graph of the throughput of all flows for 11ec and 802.11
with/without RTS/CTS; the flows referred on the x-axis
match the node positions in Figure 7. Notice that for need of
representation, we do not entirely reproduce the throughput
of the flow 5a → 1 in the case of 802.11 without RTS/CTS;
that flow’s throughput is 21.23 Mbps because of high data
rate and strong capture effect. The figure shows that 802.11
with RTS/CTS and 11ec achieve higher fairness than 802.11
without RTS/CTS. In addition, while 802.11 with RTS/CTS
almost starves flow 4a → 3a by assigning 160 Kbps, 11ec
manages to assign it 2.168 Mbps for a gain of 1255%. Be-
cause the flow operates at 6 Mbps, this has a large effect
on the airtime utilization, which increases from 0.5 and 0.45
of 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS to 0.65 of 11ec, for a
gain of 30% and 44% respectively. 802.11 without RTS/CTS
completely starves that flow. Finally, 11ec significantly in-
creases throughput fairness; specifically, the Jain index is
0.65, 0.23, 0.73 for 802.11 with and without RTS/CTS, and
11ec respectively. 11ec shows about 10% higher proportional
fairness with respect to 802.11 with RTS/CTS.

5. RELATED WORK
Many random access MAC protocols have been proposed

to mitigate collisions and address hidden terminals, e.g., [4,
13, 25]. In contrast to tones and messages used by such
protocols, we design a new primitive of correlatable sym-
bol sequences which, by virtue of being short and robust,
increases throughput and fairness with minimal overhead.
More recently, while several papers have addressed 802.11
throughput overhead reduction [18, 23], they completely ne-
glect the case of hidden terminals and, because of their more

Figure 10: Throughput distribution for a 5-flow
topology.

aggressive contention mechanisms, suffer severe throughput
penalties in their presence. Ongoing standardization efforts,
namely 802.11ah [2], target overhead reduction for sub-GHz
communications, with application to smart grids, surveil-
lance systems, etc. The strategy adopted in [2] consists in
removing or compressing some information fields of the con-
trol messages, for a total of few bytes; compared to 11ec,
this has a minor effect on the control message overhead,
e.g., due to the preservation of the cumbersome preamble
structure. Other techniques have been proposed to improve
802.11 throughput, e.g., [10, 17, 22], but address collision
resolution rather than collision avoidance. For this reason,
they are complementary to (and can be used in combina-
tion with) 11ec. Furthermore, our physical layer model is
significantly more simple than [10, 18, 22, 23], since it relies
only on the replication of components (correlators) that are
already present in common 802.11 cards. Finally, other ap-
plications of signal correlation have been recently shown in
[11, 24, 29].

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduce 802.11ec, an 802.11-based pro-

tocol without control messages. 802.11ec introduces control
correlatable symbol sequences which provide robustness and
efficiency. Through a wide set of experiments on a soft-
ware defined radio we show that 6.35 μs correlatable symbol
sequences can be detected at an SINR of -6 dB, i.e., 10
dB lower than 802.11 control messages. Finally, we imple-
ment 802.11ec on a measurement-based network emulator
and show that it improves network fairness by up to 217%,
channel utilization by up to 44%, and throughput of under-
served flows by 1255%, with respect to 802.11.
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APPENDIX

A. SIGNAL CORRELATION
A CSS s is detected via cross-correlation with a local copy,

i.e., at the reception of a complex signal y that may contain
s, y is cross-correlated with the complex conjugate of the
target CSS s∗. Formally, for a CSS of length L,

C(Δ) =

L−1∑
0

s∗(k)y(k +Δ) (2)

where Δ represents the position of the correlation with re-
spect to the input signal, i.e., the sample for which we per-
form the correlation. Note that: (i) if [y(Δ) . . . y(Δ+L−1)]
does not contain exactly s, the value of C(Δ) is nearly 0; (ii)
if [y(Δ) . . . y(Δ+L− 1)] contains a copy of s with sufficient
SINR, the C(Δ) obtains a large value proportional to the
energy of the signal.

We use cross-correlation as a test statistic for the detec-
tion of a target CSS, and repeat its computation at each
new sample of the incoming signal. Specifically, detection
is performed by setting a threshold T (see Section 3.6); if
C(Δ) ≥ T (resp. C(Δ) < T ), the presence (resp. absence) of
the CSS in y(k +Δ) is declared. The performance of cross-
correlation can be quantified in terms of false positives and
false negatives. Specifically, after deciding on a threshold T ,
a false positive is declared when C(Δ) < T even though the
CSS is present within [y(Δ) . . . y(Δ + L − 1)], and a false
negative is declared when C(Δ) ≥ T even though the CSS
is absent. Cross-correlation detection provides a processing
gain, which is linear in the length of the correlated sequence
[14]. This means that a sequence of length 2L obtains a
value of C(Δ) twice as large a sequence of length L, i.e., it
is considerably more likely to exceed T .
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